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Kane, Simone, Kaylee, Eddie, Nada

BP Edmonton  
Locals Supporting Locals
Next time you're driving south of Cairns on the Bruce Highway, 
look out for the township of Edmonton with a population of more 
than 10,000. But it still feels like a country town. This is where 
you'll find Eddie, his family, and a tribe of local staff - and Eddie’s 
German Shepherd, Diezel. They will be there to greet you at BP 
Edmonton and will make you feel, while you're passing through, 
part of the family.

Eddie and his staff pride themselves on exceptional and friendly 
customer service as well as competitive pricing. They are always 
looking for ways of becoming bigger and better. From Day One 
of opening his stores Eddie has been a member of New Sunrise, 
and says he has never looked back. "New Sunrise has been a 
massive part of my journey with my stores, and I can't thank the 
New Sunrise team enough," says Eddie.

How New Sunrise has assisted in your success? 
Eddie has always worked in synergy with New Sunrise. His 
motto is Locals Supporting Locals! New Sunrise has assisted BP 
Edmonton by engaging with suppliers to gain better pricing. This 
has helped us to be able to promote different products each month 
at a very affordable price. New Sunrise have also helped us to 
create a bright, welcoming shop front with New Sunrise branding 
including signage, banners and promotional material.   

RETAILER IN FOCUS

What are the benefits of being part of the P2P program?
The P2P program has helped us to clearly identify the leading 
monthly promotions. The Magazine is a fantastic tool which 
assists us in ensuring we are compliant. Without this we would 
be lost! The Forecourt Poster and other promotional point of sale 
stands out and gives us a professional look. We have noticed that 
our customer’s look forward to the monthly two for one promotion, 
the RFO deals and the mix & match offers as there has been a 
massive success at both our stores.
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RETAILER IN FOCUS

What growth have you seen in BP Edmonton?  
BP Edmonton has seen a huge improvement from day one. 
Since taking over in November 2014, we have had two shop 
renovations, each time the mission was for the shop to look fresh 
and inviting to customers. With much success and with the help of  
New Sunrise promotions we found very quickly that we had loyal 
local supporters. They have helped us to grow and we wouldn’t be 
where we are today without them. 

Our loyal customers thrive on coming in each day to see our 
friendly staff and of course to receive the famous "Diezel Fix" (Our 
German Shepherd). Due to the ongoing support, we now accept 
all super market fuel receipts. This allows our customers to save 
on Fuel and allows us to price match our competitors. We are 
fortunate enough to be able to provide competitive promotional 
deals thanks to New Sunrise, and being a local shop, we have the 
privilege of getting to know all our customers on a first name basis. 

What is your vision for the future?
Our Vision is to be able to offer a delicious range of new food 
products including, hot food, sandwiches and salads. A solid 
focus for our store is to increase our customer base to a wider 
community. We have also discussed increasing the stores  
trading hours. 

Which promotional offers do you believe are a success 
and how you have you supported it in store?
We have noticed that our customers have been enjoying and 
supporting the 2 for promotions, monthly RFO’s as well as our 
Mix & Match offers. To support these promotions, we ensure that 
provided POS materials are clearly displayed around the store, we 
participate in the Gift with Purchase promotions along with other 
consumers promotions which are sure to catch our consumers 
eyes.

How do you support the local community?  
We try to be actively involved in the community by:

 9 Holding regular BBQ’s for our customers

 9 Sponsoring the local football team

 9 Be a part of the Lyons club

 9  Promote other local businesses instore by displaying local 
business cards

 9  Have created loyalty cards for our customers to receive 
further discount

Do you have an online presence and is this helping in  
their success?  
We are active on Facebook for both of our sites and try to post 
regularly promoting our products instore and other offers we are 
running for the month. We often hold competitions instore and 
online to engage in existing and new customers. We have built a 
following and believe this has helped with our growth and success 
as a business.

How has being active on social media helped you with  
the site? 
We find that we can get certain messages out quickly, allowing us 
to inform our customers of amazing promotions and is an efficient 
way for our staff to receive feedback. Social media is also a great 
tool to promote our sites to a wider group of people that may not 
know we exist.

What is your favorite part of the Sunriser magazine? 
We love to see fellow businesses showcase their site. We love to 
read their story as it inspires us with new ideas, ways to overcome 
challenges all retailers face and reminds us that we are all in  
this together. 


